
Methods and Principles of Sound Design and Production 

 

When making sound for games developers have to be aware of the limitations it has. 

The sounds we hear in video games are usually found from 3 different sources: Foley artists, sound 

libraries and originally developed. A Foley artist will create the sound for the video game they’re 

working on from scratch, have a sound proof studio to work in providing better quality, more 

isolated sounds and editing software to manipulate the sounds and make them more concise or to 

create others. Sound libraries have stored ready made sounds you can use instead of starting from 

nothing, this is useful when you don’t know how to make professional quality sound, lack the time to 

make it, or the budget won’t cover it. Originally developed audio is composed with the specific 

intent of being used for the game if it doesn’t yet exist. 

 

Sound File Formats 

An audio file format is a file format for storing digital audio data on your computer system. The files 

can be either compressed or uncompressed which changes the memory space the file sizes take up. 

There are a number of different file formats in which to store your data and depending on the file 

format you use it can also alter the sound quality of your files. Some example of appropriate sound 

storage files are wav, aiff, wav, au, smp, voc, mp3, ra and vox. Mp3 files are compressed and shed 

data, but take up less memory space and wav files are uncompressed meaning larger files at the 

expense of good quality. 

Lossy Compression is a compression method that encodes and compresses data, but will degrade 

the sound quality and lose data once it does which can be good for storing it as it take up less 

memory space. 

Lossless compression does the same at Lossy compression only it doesn’t lose the audio quality, it 

rewrites the data more efficiently reducing the size of the file, but requires third party software. 

Game developers have to use the right file format for their games otherwise the sound files can take 

up too much memory space that the game can’t also fit there being a finite space to store data. 

 

Audio Limitations of Game Platforms 

Audio that can be used in games is restricted to the hardware that the game runs on. 

The Sound Processing Unit (SPU) can be found in a console, it allows the input and output of sounds 

to and from a game and console with a digital to analogue converter. Developers have to be aware 

of the SPU the console their game will be on has as some cannot play certain audio file formats and 

even quality can vary. 



Digital Signal Processing (DSP) improves the accuracy of digital communications. It can differentiate 

the difference between human made signals and noise. Processes both analogue and digital signals 

and can convert analogue to digital. 

Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) is a method to present analogue signals. Used in digital audio, 

compact disks and digital telephony. PCM often refers to the wav and aiff formats. 

Developers have to also be aware of how much the Random Access Memory (RAM) can handle 

because if there is not sufficient RAM with overuse the game can lag, or crash so the game has to be 

balanced to play smoothly, able to run sound and all the other components together so the game 

can be played as intended. 

Another limitation is the storage space on the DVD CD, or Blu-ray Disk, they have a limited amount 

of space on them so it’s important to not go over the limit or the whole game might not fit on either, 

you need to know which your game will be released on and understand everything in your game to 

make an informed decision ahead of time so you know you definitely won’t go over the limit, or risk 

the products quality to drop, but staying within that quota of the disk’s storage capacity will play the 

game as expected. 

Software Development Kits (SDK) can also affect your sound quality depending on the one you have. 

There are ones that are free which have fewer features to edit your sound and do it less effectively 

to achieve the ideal audio. There are also programmes like Adobe Audition and Logic Pro which you 

have to invest money into, but have far greater capabilities, so if your budget is good the price of 

these SDKs are worth the money. 

 

Audio Recording Systems 

Digital recorders are used as a method of recording high quality audio to a professional standard. 

They make easy to store files and are also easily copied. 

Analogue would be microphones and mufflers for recording natural sounds. 

Musical Instrument Digital Interfaces (Midi) allows multiple electronic instruments, computers and 

connectors to communicate; it controls audio by altering vibrato, pitch and clock signals etc. that set 

the tempo between devices and can be used to record music and sounds without requiring a large 

ensemble. 

Software plug-ins allows third party application to be used with the host program, for example an 

instrument, or microphone. 

Software sequencers are devices, or softwares that can record, edit, or playback sound handling 

performance information in multiples forms and this can be seen in Midi, or with plug-ins. 


